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Installation of markers on high-voltage lines
leads to 75% fewer bird collisions
Installing markers on high-voltage lines leads to a sharp drop in the number of bird collisions,
according to a Natuurpunt study commissioned by Elia. Markers ensure that birds see a
high-voltage line sooner so they can avoid colliding with it. Natuurpunt monitored an overhead
line in Noordschote before and after markers were installed. The findings are clear: after installing
markers, the number of bird collisions plummeted 75% to 95%. Elia plans to continue its efforts
and aims to install markers on about 200 km of the highest-risk high-voltage lines by 2030.

Installing markers on high-voltage lines works
Elia commissioned Natuurpunt to investigate whether the number of birds colliding with high-voltage lines decreases
after markers have been installed on the lines. Natuurpunt volunteers walked under the high-voltage line in
Noordschote eleven times in 2001 and 2018, looking for birds injured or killed as a result of colliding with the
high-voltage line. At those times, markers had not yet been installed and 30 and 113 dead or injured birds were
counted. After the markers were installed on the line, Natuurpunt repeated the exercise in 2021 and found only six
casualties.
The number of birds present during the counting periods was also taken into account. These figures are available
thanks to the annual waterfowl counts that take place in the Yser valley through which the power line runs. Without
markers, between 14 and 42 casualties were expected, but in fact, only six were found, a decrease of 78% to 93%. A
decrease of 75 to 95% was observed among songbirds compared with the monitoring period before markers were
installed.
In other words, it is clear that installing markers significantly reduces the number of bird casualties.

We are delighted with the findings of this study and hope this will give Elia an extra
incentive to continue the work. In the coming years, we also want to study whether
some types of marker work better than others.
Dominique Verbelen, Natuurpunt
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Natuurpunt volunteers and Elia looking for dead or injured birds under the Noordschote high-voltage line

Elia installed markers on 36 km of high-voltage lines in 2021
and is continuing its efforts
Over the past year, Elia made a total of 36 km of high-voltage power lines more visible to birds by installing markers
on them. This year's projects took place in the Rupel region, the Eau d'Heure lakes area. Elia is continuing its efforts
and, as part of its sustainability programme, ACT NOW, aims to mark 200 km of the most high-risk high-voltage lines
by 2030. The use of new technologies such as drones is also being considered, provided of course it can be done
safely.

Over the past year, we've made 36 km of high-voltage lines visible to birds, limiting
the impact of our infrastructure on the environment. We’ll continue our efforts next
year, especially now that the Natuurpunt study shows how well markers work.
Ilse Tant, Chief community relations officer
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Installing bird markers in Schelle over de Rupel river and along the Ghent Canal Zone.
More information:
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-

Study (in Dutch): (PDF) Vogels onder hoogspanning in België (researchgate.net)

-

Press releases about bird markers in 2021:
o

Elia makes overhead line in Ghent Canal Zone visible to birds

o

Elia makes overhead line by Eau d’Heure lakes more visible to birds
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